CARL SANDBURG FINDS CIVIL WAR

DAVES OF GEORGIA VERY INTERESTING

He finds that people are always desperately for or against the South concerning the Confederate War. To him, the war heroes are most striking figures. Alexander Stephens being one of the most prominent. In regard to making the Southern heroes even more attractive to the public, he suggests that they be used as leading characters in plays. Mr. Sandburg believes Lincoln would have softened the blow for the South if he had lived.

Stockings are leading the Lambdas in archery silver medalists and are indeed an authority on this period. His visit was of especial interest to college students. He was taken on a tour of the college campus, Valdosta Country Club.

W INITING bronze medals were Myrtle Edmondson, Irwin Smith, Ruth Whisnant, Annie Adams, Chappie Bragg, Montine Cowart, and C. J. Morris.

To win a silver medal a score of three must be totaled from the thirty, forty, and fifty yard ranges. A score of two hundred is necessary for a bronze medal.

Eleven Girls Are Awarded National Medals for Archery

Four more girls have been added to the ranks of archery silver medalists and seven have shot bronze medal scores in recent try-outs. Those winning silver medals were: Vivian Vincent, Laura Duncan, C. J. Morris, and Lois Hafford. Winning bronze medals were Myrtle Edmondson, Irwin Smith, Ruth Whisnant, Annie Adams, Chappie Bragg, Montine Cowart, and C. J. Morris.

Y Deputation Group Goes to Tifton

As the second trip on its schedule the Y. W. C. A. Deputation Team will give a program at Abraham Baldwin Junior College in Tifton on Sunday evening.

Anna Richter, of Savannah, will read the scripture.

Frances McLain, of Dawson, will speak, using as her subject, "The Problems of Youth."

Accompanied by Virginia Zippelies at the piano, Edith Bennett, of Savannah, will sing, "My Faith."

Several weeks ago the same group of girls gave a program in Fitzgerald at the First Baptist Church. They are planning other trips for the immediate future.

CARL SANDBURG FINDS CIVIL WAR

Days of Georgia Very Interesting

POET IS WORKING ON FOURTH VOLUME OF LINCUM'S LIFE

Mr. Carl Sandburg, famed poet who visited in Valdosta on Monday and Tuesday, told reporters that he found the South very homelike. He has been in South Georgia several times before, and finds the people, the scenery and the history of the section most interesting.

Mr. Sandburg is now working on a continuation of his work "Abraham Lincoln" to include the war years. He has found a wealth of material in letters, written in the war period, in standard histories and in documents of slavery, such as tax receipts and bills of sales, and is indeed an authority on this period of Southern history.

"Gone With the Wind," Margaret Mitchell's book, has caused people who read it to begin "fighting the war all over again" according to Mr. Sandburg.
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New Game Equipment Arouses Enthusiasm

A game that has taken the gym classes by storm is shuffleboard. Through heavy and constant use the gym floor, sticks, and blocks are showing signs of wear and tear. A plea for more exciting games of this sort goes up.

Eileen Hyland, who has been playing a great deal along with June Lawson, C. J. Morris, and Dody Wilson, finds that it is possible, but hardly probable, to place four blocks in the -{- 10 space. Ouida Murdock says that she is the best -{- 10 space player, averaging around four or five — 10’s in one game.

At the present rate of playing shuffleboard one can hope only that a trace of the board will be left for Play-Day May Day.

Badminton is a new game that will be better organized next year, as equipment is lacking as yet for the game. Badminton is a cousin of tennis, yet is a much faster moving game.

CARL SANDBURG FINDS CIVIL WAR DAYS VERY INTERESTING

(Continued from Page One)

Gertrude Gilmer's father lived for many years in Galesburg, the poet's birthplace. The white-haired, erect poet with his ready smile and refreshing personality made many admirers during his stay here.

He is completing, at present, the fourth of a series of volumes on Abraham Lincoln — The War Years. After reading some of his poems and original selections, Sandburg, also a musician, favored his audience with numerous songs, to the accompaniment of his guitar.

The purpose of the chapter is to serve as a medium for the rewarding of outstanding journalistic work—membership will be the privilege of wearing the official key; to provide incentive for better contributions by conducting contests, initiation, and presenting of keys will take place.

The shortest song I know," smiled the author, "is this one, and he proceeded to sing, "Great God I'm feeling bad; I ain't got the man I thought I had."

Other numbers were the Dishwashing song, the Texas Bell Weevil, an Illinois state selection, and an arrangement of three negro spirituals.

The poet deKuned poetry, among other things, as the "achievement of a synthesis of a hynnchord and a biscuit. It is invisible, indefinite, inexplicable."

The moon and the soft spring breezes bring romance to one's mind — and speaking of romances that brings to mind telegrams 'specially Hardman, Mayberry, and Spies ... the Tech boys at the dance were divine — goodie, goodie ... flower picking for May Day ... poster costumes and scenes are seen everywhere.

Edwin Harper and Whisonant Get
Dramatic Club Offices

At a meeting of the Sock and Buskin Club, on March 26, Eileen Hyland, of Mount Vernon, N. Y., was elected president of the club for 1937-38. Other officers are: Vice-president, Doris Harper, of Valdosta; Secretary-treasurer, Ruth Whisonant, of Waycross.

Hyland, Harper and Whisonant Get Dramatic Club Offices

On May Day, a much faster moving game, the Sock and Buskin Club officers will take a leading role in the Sock and Buskin production "The Cradle Song" which will be given May 5.

The newly-elected president is a junior and has taken an active part in dramatics during the past year. She is cast in a leading role in the Sock and Buskin production "The Cradle Song" which will be given May 5.

Compliments of
WHITTINGTON'S

Duke University SCHOOL OF NURSING DURHAM, N.C.
The Diploma of Graduate Nurse is awarded after three years and the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing for two additional years of approved college work before or after this nursing course. The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and graduation from an acceptable high school. Preference is given for one or more years of successful college work. The tuition is $100 per year which includes all cost of maintenance, uniforms, etc. Catalogues and application forms which must be filed before August 10th for admission September thirtieth, may be obtained from the Dean.

THOMPSON & GIRARDIN
Jewelers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware and Clocks—Expert Repairing
120 N. PATTERSON ST. — VALDOSTA, GA.

Kampus Kaleidoscope

Station D-I-R-T, G. S. W. C. brings the Viscountess made a great impression of the lecture were made by the Viscountess, and all the boys and girls were thrilled! And not only the moon, romance, etc., but the welding bells for Austin, big boy, who is McRae. "Humma packs in the boys from Homerville at the moonlight games and the boys that are left behind from playing on tennis courts. Rob Black, and the Harlow somewhat a different picture this year. From a party given by Sobs, La Roi, for lying in the sun and eating ice cream. . . . Congrats to the new officer, Pine Cone and Campus Canopy. . . . Everyone singing a poem by Carl Sandburg. . . . are we realists or romantics?

EAT FOREMOST
ICE CREAM!
It's Healthful!

Wednesday, April 28th
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S "WILD CAT TROOPER"
With KERMIT MAYNARD
Underscha Kingdom No. 12

Thursday and Friday, April 29-30
JAMES CAGNEY IN "GREAT GUY"
UNIV. NEWS — COMEDY

Saturday, May 1st
BUCK JONES in "LEFT HANDED LAW"
Jungle Jim No. 11
BETTY BOFF
New Hospital Annex
Is Visited By Home Economics Girls

Little-Griffin Hospital was visited Tuesday at the second period by Miss Matilda Calloway and the Home Furnishing Class. Special attention was given to the modern equipment which so greatly contributes to beauty, convenience, economy and a saving of time. Conveniently placed windows and sky lights give the hospital ample light. Sound proof walls and ceilings are used.

Maple furniture replaces the old white iron furniture and especially designed dresser-wardrobes, bed-side combinations of table and chest, and tables on rollers. Dresser-wardrobes, bed-side combinations which contribute to beauty and utility of the home as well as to public buildings.

Student Pets Include an Alligator,
Canary, Clown and Dolls

What would you do if while calmly strolling down Converse Hall you very unexpectedly met an alligator and not a lalavender one at that? Who knows; this could happen. Dody Wilson has a tiny black and yellow alligator inhabiting her private bath tub. The affectionate pet answers to the name of Gus. Every morning "bright and "too early," Mary Virginia Williams is awakened by the melodious songs of "Pinky," her five year old canary. Very often while broadcasting the Canary Hit Parade, "Pinky" is banished from the room, so Mary Virginia may study.

G. S. W. C. has her own "Frankie and Johnnie." They are none other than Helen Joiner's gold fish who have a blazing red ribbon tied around the top of their bowl. Freddie Lambert also goes in for gold fish. "Hers are Connie and Dissy and quite charming they are!"

Lorene Johnson and Laura Mae Shinn have pet elephants. Lorene's red and white checkered Muttalas stands motionless on the dresser while Laura Mae's "Goo-Goo," hidden from the eyes of the world occupies a closet shelf. Maybe she's afraid that Mr. Ringling will come along and snatch her "Goo-Goo" from her.

Nestling on Martha Johnson's bed is a white Persian kitten with a red bow around "it's" neck. It is an "it" because "it" is imitation.

Janet Clements could not get a "Man on the Flying Trapeze," so she chose Wilson the circus clown for next best.

Mary Catherine Abernathy's "Oscar the Duck is a pet plus—scissors, needles and pins."

Who would have expected to find Goldilocks and one of the three bears in G. S. W. C.? Mary Askew is Goldie and Michael "Butch," the bear.

Kitty consoles herself with dolls. She has a (mother) Bill, a Marie Dionne in a green basket, a chocolate colored palmeta, and a pair of pink celluloid twins. Roommate Emma Ambos contents herself with Oswald and Henry the Rabbits. All the G. S. W. C. pets would make up a circus; all that is needed is a lion plus a couple o' camels and Ringling would have a real rival!
Funeral expenses in New York City are said to average about $400. Last week the Legislature had before it bills which would establish municipal funeral authorities to perform the last rites at low prices. Proponents of the measures had studied European experience with such public authorities.

George VI has put the royal crest of Scotland on his shooting pieces in honor of his Scottish Queen. The crest is ornate and streamlined. His liking for adornment follows the tradition of Victoria. Edward VIII believed in simple modernistic designs.

The National Republican Clubhouse in Scott Circle, Washington, D. C., is for sale. In 1929, it was purchased for $150,000. "The building" it was explained, "was too big for the organization to carry right now."

The Rumanian royal family's troubles bubbled over in politics recently when King Carol II stripped his brother Prince Nicholas of royal status, titles and military rank and ordered him to quit the country. The ostensible reason was that Nicholas refused to renounce the commoner wife he married seven years ago.

Monkeys and rats will be used in a test for the carrier of yellow fever in the jungles of Brazil. The guilty mosquito there is not the Aedes Egypti. Brazil is the only known place where the fever has not been eradicated.

**ARTISTS ARE HUMAN**

When we have notables on our campus, why do we insist upon hounding them for autographs and staring at them with our mouths open?

The artists who come to our campus are really human beings in spite of the fact that they are outstanding personalities who have contributed something worthwhile to our civilization. They would appreciate it if we did not treat them as animals in a cage.

We miss the chance of talking informally with, and getting a different aspect of the artists, than we do sitting in the audience of an auditorium, because they do have the feeling that we are not very sincere.

After all, in years to come, just exactly how much will it mean to us in pulling the strings of our civilization.

Why pick the library of all places to meet your friends for a general get-together? Why pick the library of all places to meet your friends for a general get-together when there is no place in college life for cheating.

There is no place in college life for cheating. Students have said, "Colleges are so different from high school." In both there are things that are done and things that aren't. There is no talking out loud in high school. It was rather smart and cute to cheat. Everyone did it in college.

There is no place here and no one does it. Someone said of our own G. S. W. C., "One of the best things I like about G. S. W. C. is that there is no cheating.

Cheating is such a futile thing that it seems hard to think that it is a "shipping" offense. After all the student does not come to college for grades. That a student would cheat seems pathetic to me. It seems that she is missing something important—the knowledge that she is not hurting anyone but herself. As we come to college it seems to me that grades are no longer so essential; the knowledge that one gains is, after all, that grade for that individual.

Some say parents cause their children to cheat by demanding a certain rate of grades. Parents should realize that when a boy or a girl goes to college he or she is on his own and after all it takes time to orientate himself to the new freedom and new mode of life.

And some students will agree with you that cheating is stealing. That it does no good to the individual and that it really harms one in the end.